We introduce the value of information obtained by comparing alternative crystal forms of the same sub-state (of outward open UlaA, our example protein), which is found in the same lattice configuration but different space groups. We compare instability estimates obtained using this new method (alternative crystal forms) with temperature factors. Using a transport assay result, we correlate observations for two homologous secondary structure elements, and show that the alternative states method for obtaining instability estimates provide differentiating information about an important and immobilized mid-TMS region. The data presented in this article are related to the article entitled "The V-motifs facilitate the substrate capturing step of the PTS elevator mechanism"
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We introduce the value of information obtained by comparing alternative crystal forms of the same sub-state (of outward open UlaA, our example protein), which is found in the same lattice configuration but different space groups. We compare instability estimates obtained using this new method (alternative crystal forms) with temperature factors. Using a transport assay result, we correlate observations for two homologous secondary structure elements, and show that the alternative states method for obtaining instability estimates provide differentiating information about an important and immobilized mid-TMS region. The data presented in this article are related to the article entitled "The V-motifs facilitate the substrate capturing step of the PTS elevator mechanism" (A. Vastermark MalT substrate catching step, constituting 25% of the "elevator mechanism" of the PTS group translocation process.
The strength of the alt. crystal data might be that it represents two real low energy collective states [1] that the protein prefers, in the crystal hindering environment. ■ Table 1 . Tabular form of a proposed alignment of secondary structural elements of UlaA and ChbC. This alignment is not "linear" since we cannot rearrange sequential elements. ■ Table 2 . Hydrogen bond distances in the C2A state of the Vitamin C binding site. ■ Table 3 . Hydrogen bond distances in the P2 1 A state of the Vitamin C binding site.
Experimental design, materials and methods

Δ-distance maps
Δ-distance maps were calculated as follows. The largest common set of C α atoms was identified from the PDB files of the two conformational states of UlaA. Each state was represented as a matrix of all pairwise distance measurements. Bypassing previous convention (the "inward-outward" convention), the matrix of the state (C2A) was subtracted from the matrix of the (P2 1 A) state.
The following parameters were used for ESCET normalization [2] . For 4RP8.A, D min ¼ 2.36 (resolution), N par ¼26604 (number of parameters used in refinement, estimated), N obs ¼ 49177 (number of reflections), Cpl¼96.1 (completeness), R free ¼0.239 (free R value; fit to data used in refinement), and R all ¼ 0.199 (R value, working and test set). For 4RP9, D min ¼1.65, N par ¼26604, N obs ¼71471, Cpl¼94.6, R free ¼0.174, and R all ¼ 0.136.
MD simulations of MalT
A triplicated protein-membrane system was generated with CHARMM membrane builder using 50.000 water molecules, 200-250 ns production runs in the NAMD 2.9 package. Simulations are taken from McCoy et al. MalT structure paper, see original paper for details [3] .
